
The Origin Home Range



The Origin 
Home Range...
The Origin Home Range is a collection of 
the finest quality products, designed and 
manufactured in Great Britain, by us.  

This includes our award-winning 

  Bi-folding Doors

  Sliding Doors

  Residential Doors

  Windows

This suite of products ensures that we have a 
solution for every home, whether it
be new build or renovation.
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MADE IN
BRITAIN

British Manufactured Built to Last Thermally Efficient
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Here at Origin, we’re proud to say that all 
of our products are exclusively designed 
and manufactured in our Buckinghamshire 
based factory.

We strive to manufacture the highest 
quality doors and windows, so we make 
sure that we have full traceability of the 
product’s journey. By looking after the 
entire lifecycle – from sourcing all the way 
through to delivery – it means that we 
have the greatest level of control in the 
overall quality.

Our in-house Research and Development 
team works tirelessly to ensure our 
products meet the demands of the 
UK market, optimising weather rating, 
security and aesthetic appeal. We make 
sure that innovation has been engineered 
at every level.

Our uncompromising quality control, finely 
tuned components, precision engineering 
and exceptional craftsmanship all combine 
to enable us to offer a guarantee of up to 
20-years for complete peace of mind.*

For year-round efficiency, our doors and 
windows are designed to ensure too much 
heat doesn’t enter the home during the 
summer months and that the heat won’t 
escape in the winter. In real terms, this will 
help reduce your energy bills and will make 
your room usable all year round.

All our products meet or exceed building 
thermal requirements, with U-values as low 
as 0.9W/m2K. 

*Guarantee based on where the products are installed.



Safe and Secure Premium Grade Aluminium

Safety is a design priority for our in-house
R&D team during the development of any 
new product, and we’re proud to say that 
our products are not only PAS 24:2016 
compliant, but are also Secured by Design 
accredited too.*

This means that our products have been
thoroughly examined and tested to make
sure they’re fit for purpose in any property,
whether that’s in an existing structure,
renovation or new build.

Aluminium weighs 67% less than steel yet 
carries a lot of its strength properties. This 
means that it can create lighter and easier 
to operate doors and windows. Aluminium 
allows for slim sightlines to be achieved for 
maximised views and can be made in complex 
configurations (such as corner bi-folds) without 
compromising on performance or security.

The very nature of our products demands 
precision driven design and engineering – 
something that materials such as timber and 
uPVC just can’t measure up to, as they won’t 
maintain alignment over the lifetime of the 
product. Furthermore, another reason why 
aluminium is our material of choice is because 
it’s infinitely recyclable.

ULTRA
SECURE
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Pick Your ColourUnbeatable Lead Times Bespoke to You

One of the bespoke elements of Origin Doors 
and Windows is of course the vast array of 
colour options that are available to you. We’re 
pleased to be able to offer over 150 different 
RAL colours for you to choose from.

Whether it’s black, white, metallic or a pastel 
shade, our colour range is also available in 
three different finishes - matt, satin or gloss - 
so you can specify your doors and windows 
to truly make your project unique. 

At Origin, we understand that if you’re 
doing a building project, doors and windows 
are probably some of the last things to be 
ordered as you’d be waiting on set aperture 
sizes before being able to proceed.

We have re-written the rules for
manufacturing. Using innovation, investment, 
an expert production team and advanced 
machinery, we have made it possible for 
you to specify when you want your goods 
delivered. Whether that’s in a day, a week or 
a month’s time, it’s Your Lead Time, Not Ours. 
Most popular colours are available in as little 
as 24-hours.**

All Origin products are completely bespoke 
and tailored to your requirements, so you 
can personalise your Origin products as 
you wish.

There will be customisable elements
unique to each product, including overall
size, configuration as well as handle 
options, of which can match or contrast 
the door or window colour. So, whatever 
product you opt for, you’re able to create a 
door and window as unique as you.

24hrs

150
RAL

COLOURS

BSEPOKE
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The Origin Door Range

Unbeatable lead times...

Thanks to our unique manufacturing 
techniques, your door’s delivery date can 
be specified at the point of ordering, so the 
manufacturing schedule is controlled by your 
requirements. 10 of our most popular colours 
are available in as little as 24-hours. 

The OB-49 is our slimmest door system with a 
sightline of just 49mm. This means less profile 
and more glass is achieved, inviting in more 
natural light and maximising the view of your 
surroundings. 

Ranging from one through to twelve door 
sets, and with door leaves as narrow as 
400mm, as wide as 1200mm and as tall 
as 3000mm, we guarantee there is a 
configuration available to suit any home.

With a diverse and stunning range of 
hardware and handle options, our exclusive 
suite of accessories can be specified to 
contrast to the colour of the frames. The 
gasket colour is also your choice, making it 
easy to create your own unique look. 

Available in 2
sightline options...

The OB-72…

Our award-winning door - the OB-72 - has 
sightlines of 72mm and accommodates 
door sets of up to twelve doors in a single 
configuration, as well as corner and bay set ups. 
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The OB-49…

Exclusive   
hardware options...

Configurations to  
suit your home... 24hrs



The Origin Door Range

As standard, the OB-72 comes with a 
1-star locking cylinder and the OB-49 with 
a 3-star cylinder which is anti-snapping, 
drilling or picking. Doors also feature finger 
safe gaskets between the sashes and low 
threshold options to minimise trip hazards. 

Thermally efficient…

Keeping the family safe...

The Origin Bi-fold Door has been cleverly 
designed to keep you warm when it’s chilly 
and cool when it’s hot. With a certified 
U-Value of 1.2 for the OB-49 and 1.3 for the 
OB-72, they comfortably outperform British 
Building Regulations.
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Door types include...

Bi-fold Doors

Georgian Bar StyleFrench Doors

Corner Sets

MidrailSingle Doors

Product Shown: OB-49

Product Shown: OB-72



The Origin Residential Door

Our Residential Door range consists of 10 
panel options that are spread across 2 ranges. 

Containing a mixture of traditional and modern 
styles, the Kensington Range has a collection 
of panel options that will complement any 
property type. 

If you’re looking for something slightly 
different, then the Sandringham Range has 
a selection of panels that combine a modern 
design with geometric shapes, which will 
add true character to any property type.

Panel choices…

The Origin Residential Door has been 
designed with heightened security at the 
forefront. Not only does the range pass the 
PAS 24:2016 requirement, but it also achieves 
the rigorous police preferred Secured by 
Design accreditation. 

Security…

POLICE
BACKED SECURITY

Helping further broaden your design 
possibilities, we offer an elegant range 
of premium quality hardware options. 
From lever and bar handles, through 
to door pulls, door-knockers, spyholes 
and letterboxes, the exclusive suite is 
guaranteed to complement any door. 

Hardware 
options…

Front of house unity…

For the ultimate front of house unity, 
the Origin Residential Door can also 
be specified as a garage door. This 
creates a harmonious look between 
products and a cohesive front of 
house style. 
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On top of the panel options, our Residential 
Door offers even more design possibilities, as 
the following are also available: 

The Kensington Range consists of 5 of 
our most popular panels. When ordered 
in a popular colour, these are available on 
a 1-week time. In addition to this, we also 
have 5 panels in the Sandringham Range 
all of which can be specified in over 150 
RAL shades. 

Your door, 
made your way...

Available in just 1-week...
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Kensington Range....

Sandringham Range...

Mid-rail With Half Panel

1 WEEK 
LEAD TIME

A fully glazed door

A mid-rail to separate the top and 
bottom sections

A mid-rail with a panel at the top or 
bottom for additional privacy

Panel Shown: TR 02



From the slimmest sightlines in the UK to 
a slightly more traditional style, the Patio 
Slider brings the best of both worlds. 
With three sightline options on offer 
(29mm, 44mm and 77mm), the Origin Patio 
Slider is perfect for injecting a sense of 
effortless elegance into the home without 
compromising on security or performance.

The Origin Patio Slider 
(OS-29, OS-44 and OS-77)... 

The Origin Sliding Door Range

A structurally bonded system made from 
premium grade aluminium, the OS-20 
has ultra-slim sightlines of just 20mm. Its 
innate strength allows it to accommodate 
impressively large glass panels, making it both 
visually stunning and practically versatile.
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Available in 2 high 
quality systems... 

The Origin Artisan Slider (OS-20)... 

Product Shown: OS-29

Product Shown: 
OS-20



The Origin Sliding Door Range

The Patio Slider is available in as little as 
1-week in our most popular colours, whilst 
the Artisan Slider is available in as little as 
4-weeks. If you’re after a unique look, the 
Artisan Slider is the answer as it’s the only 
product in our range that’s available in 
Anodised Silver. For the full list of our popular 
colour range, please visit our website. 

Yours in as little as a week...

The Origin Sliding Door Range

Product Shown: OS-29

Product Shown: OS-20
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Configurations include...

2 Door

4 Door

3 Door 

6 Door

Origin Sliding Doors are available in 
everything from a two door through to a six 
door configuration. These can be all sliding 
or a combination of fixed and sliding
doors. All in all, a Sliding Door from Origin 
can fit into apertures ranging from 1.1m all the 
way through to 13.2m.

Wide range of sizes  
and configurations...



The Origin Window Range

Beautiful, elegant and minimalist, the Origin
Slimline Window is designed for spaces where
maximising light is essential.

With an impressive 65mm frame, the Origin 
Slimline Window is as strong as it is sleek. 
Its ultra-slim sightlines not only deliver 
aesthetically, but its innate strength will 
ensure it is guaranteed to last and endure 
extreme conditions. 
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The OW-80 Premium Window...

Modernising the design of traditional 19th
Century timber windows, the Origin Premium
Window is a highly durable and blissfully
functional solution. 

It features an exquisite internal and 
external flush casement and unrivalled 
thermal performance. 

The world’s best insulator, Aerogel - used 
to insulate space shuttles - can only be 
used in the OW-80 to help boost the 
window’s thermal efficiency, allowing it to 
achieve an Energy Rating of A++.

Despite the ultra-slim profile, every Origin 
Window has a polyamide thermal break 
and a bespoke cavity gasket, which limits 
airflow through the system and improves 
thermal efficiency. 

With advanced triple weather seals, the 
OW-70 and OW-80 can achieve low 
U-Value ratings of 1.2 and 0.9 respectively.

Available in 2 
elegant systems... 

The OW-70 Slimline Window...
Aerogel...

Thermally efficient...
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Product Shown: OW-80

Product Shown: OW-70
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Window types include...

Casement

French

Gable

Bay

Fixed Frame

Georgian Bar Style

Because everything we do is bespoke, 
we can manufacture your window in a 
configuration that works for your home. 
This can include a combination of different 
openers, fixed frames and gable shapes.

Thanks to our expert manufacturing 
techniques, you can be assured of the best 
view of the world outside your window 
whilst being safe and secure inside. 

Available in a wide range 
of configurations...

We have simplified our colour range and 
picked our 10 most popular colours as a 
basis to start from, which also includes 2 
woodgrain options. These offer a traditional 
timber look that’s easier to maintain as well 
as being more durable.

Colours that stand out...
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ISO 9001 – Quality 
Management...

ISO 9001 is an international standard that 
assesses a company’s quality management 
system. Having first achieved it in 2013, the
fact that we are still certified means that we 
have a track record of consistently providing 

products and services that meet both
customer and regulatory requirements.

Our Accreditations...
Secured by Design... 

Secured by Design (SBD) is a national, police-
backed standard, associated with security 
and levels of performance for weather, 
operation and quality on domestic properties. 
It recognises that our doors and windows have 
not only been tested to the required security 
standards, but that they also adhere to the 
rigorous test standards required by the police.

PAS 24:2016...

This is your guarantee that the door sets and 
windows that we manufacture deliver the 
right level of security for the buildings they 
are intended to be part of. Like most British 

Standards, PAS 24:2016 is a minimum
standard, and it is either a pass or fail test. 

There isn’t a performance scale for those 
that are more or less secure, so some of the 
products that pass will be stronger than the
minimum requirement. That’s why we have 
become Secured by Design accredited.

POLICE
BACKED SECURITY

 PAS 24 ISO 45001 - Health & 
Safety Management...

ISO 45001 recognises our commitment 
to employee safety and reduction in 
workplace risks to create a better, safer 
working condition.

We have spent time reviewing all the 
activities that go on within the offices, 
manufacturing centres and warehouses, 
and have created a full risk log which will 
link up to our current risk assessments. 
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These are fed back so they can be actioned 
to be rectified or developed into an 
improved method of operating.

The Origin Home Range
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ISO 14001 – 

Environmental 
Management...

Now more than ever, we need to be aware 
of the impact our operations may have on 
our environment, the legal obligations we 
must adhere to, and ensuring we are doing 
things the right way. We want our customers 
to buy from us with a clear conscience and 
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feel that ISO 14001 can prove that Origin is 
taking responsibility, acting ethically, legally 
and exercising best practice in all that we do.



Origin Middle East and Africa,

Oryx Door Systems LLC, 

6th Street, Al Quoz 3, Dubai, PO 

Box 26659

t +971-4-341-9447 

e info@originuae.com

w www.originuae.com

Origin USA Inc.

573 Paul Morris Drive,

Englewood,

Florida, 34223

t  +1-941-484-4970

e  info@originbifolds.com 

w www.originbifolds.com

WindowsDoors

Origin Global HQ, Stuart House,

Castle Estate, Coronation Road,

Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe,

Buckinghamshire, HP12 3TA

t 0808 168 5816

e enquiry@origin-global.com

w www.origin-global.com
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